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Abstract: Faults in software systems continue to be a major problem. The possibility of early estimating the potential faultiness
of software could help on planning, controlling and executing software development activities. Neural networks, which
have been already applied in software engineering applications, to build reliability growth models predict the gross change
or reusability metrics. PSO Trained Neural Network Algorithm can be used for classification of the software components
into different level of severity of impact of the faults. The algorithm can be used to develop model that can be used for
identifying modules that are heavily affected by the faults and those can be debugged.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Faults in software systems continue to be a major problem.
A software bug is an error, flaw, mistake, failure, or fault in
a computer program that prevents it from behaving as
intended (e.g., producing an incorrect result). A software
fault is a defect that causes software failure in an executable
product. In software engineering, the non-conformance of
software to its requirements is commonly called a bug. Most
bugs arise from mistakes and errors made by people in either
a program's source code or its design, and a few are caused
by compilers producing incorrect code. Knowing the causes
of possible defects as well as identifying general software
process areas that may need attention from the initialization
of a project could save money, time and work. The
possibility of early estimating the potential faultiness of
software could help on planning, controlling and executing
software development activities.

When a software system is developed, the majority of
faults are found in a few of its modules. In most of the cases,
55 % of faults exist within 20 % of source code. It is,
therefore, much of interest is to find out fault-prone software
modules at early stage of a project. Using software
complexity measures, the techniques build models, which
classify components as likely to contain faults or not. Quality
will be improved as more faults will be detected. Predicting
faults early in the software life cycle can be used to improve
software process control and achieve high software
reliability. Timely predictions of faults in software modules
can be used to direct cost-effective quality enhancement
efforts to modules that are likely to have a high number of
faults. Prediction models based on software metrics, can
estimate number of faults in software modules.

Neural networks, which have been already applied in
software engineering applications, to build reliability growth
models predict the gross change or reusability metrics. A
neural network is trained to reproduce a given set of correct
classification examples, instead to produce formulas or rules.
Neural networks are non-linear sophisticated modeling
techniques that are able to model complex functions. Neural
network techniques are used when exact nature of input and
outputs is not known. A key feature is that they learn the
relationship between input and output through training.

2. RELATED WORK

A variety of software fault predictions techniques have been
proposed, but there is very less work on the prediction of
Level of severity of faults present in the software system.
As the major fault requires immediate attention or
maintenance but the minor fault can be treated later on or
the maintenance of the minor fault can be avoided depending
on its level of severity (in case when there is very less time
left for the final supply of the software). Therefore, still there
is a need to find the best prediction technique for a given
prediction dataset to calculate the level of severity of faults
in the software systems.

Prediction of impact of faults in object oriented software
systems:

• Supports software quality engineering through
improved scheduling and project control.

• Can be a key step towards steering the software
testing and improving the effectiveness of the
whole process.

• Enables effective discovery and identification of
defects.
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• Enables the verification and validation activities
focused on critical software components.

• Used to improve software process control and
achieve high software reliability.

• Can be used to direct cost-effective quality
enhancement efforts to modules.

3. METHODOLOGY

1. Find the structural code and design attributes.

The first step is to find the structural code and design
attributes of software systems i.e software metrics. The
real-time defect data sets are taken from the NASA’s
MDP (Metric Data Program) data repository. The
dataset is related to the safety critical software systems
being developed by NASA.

2. Select the suitable metric values as representation
of statement.

3. The suitable metrics like product module metrics out
of these data sets are considered. The term product is
used referring to module level data. The term metrics
data applies to any finite numeric values, which describe
measured qualities and characteristics of a product. The
term product refers to anything to which defect data
and metrics data can be associated. In most cases
products will be synonymous with code related items
such a functions and systems/sub-systems.

4. Analyze and refine metrics the metric values.

In the next step table of module levels metrics
PC4_product_module_metrics is joined with
PC4_defect_product_relations and thereafter again the
join operation of the resultant table is performed with
PC4_static_defect_data. An Entity-Relationship
diagram relates Modules to Defects and Defects to
Severity of Defects is shown in figure 3.1.

In the figure 3.1 the MODULE_ID is the unique
numeric identifier of the module and DEFECT_ID is the
unique numeric identifier of the associated defect. The
SEVERITY field in the PC4_static_defect_data table shows
the value that quantifies the impact of the defect on the
overall environment in the range of 1 to 5. Where, 1 means
most severe and 5 being least severe.

For example, severity 1 may imply that the defect
caused a lossof functionality without a workaround where
severity 5 may mean that the impact is superficial and did
not cause any major disruptions to the system.

5. Explore  the PSO trained Neural Network Approach
for modeling.

Thereafter, the following are the steps for the hybrid
PSO-Neural Network based Modeling system are to be
performed:

• Designing of Neural Network and Perform
Training : In this step the following three sub steps
are there:

• Calculate the minimum and maximum values
in the attribute of input and setting the various
parameters of feed-forward back-propagation
network by like:

• Size of the feed-forward back-propagation
Neural Network

• Type of Transfer function of each layer to
be used

• Type of Back-propagation network
training function

• Back-propagation weight/bias learning
function

• Generate the Neural Network

• Perform the training of the Neural Network with
PSO technique discussed after the testing phase
using the training dataset

• Testing phase: In this step the PSO trained Neural
Network is evaluated against the testing data on
the different criteria is discussed in the next steps.

4. RESULTS

The first step is to find the structural code and design
attributes of software systems i.e. software metrics. The final
metrics are listed in Table 4.1.

Figure 3.1: An Entity-Relationship Diagram Relates
Modules to Defects and Defects to Severity of Defects
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The real-time defect data set used is taken from the
NASA’s MDP (Metric Data Program) data repository, the
details of that dataset contains 178 modules of C
Programming language with different values of software
fault severity labeled present as 1, 2 and 3. The severity
level 4 and 5 are not present in the PC4 dataset. So, the
level 1 represents the highest severity, level 2 represents
the medium and level 3 represents the minor fault that can

be overlooked to save time. Details of the type of faults
existing in different number of modules of the Dataset are
shown in bar chart of figure 4.1 and numeric values are
tabulated in table 4.2.

Table 4.1
List of Metrics

Sr. No. List of Metrics

1. LOC_BLANK

2. BRANCH_COUNT

3. CALL_PAIRS

4. LOC_CODE_AND_COMMENT

5. LOC_COMMENTS

6. CONDITION_COUNT

7. CYCLOMATIC_COMPLEXITY

8. CYCLOMATIC_DENSITY

9. DECISION_COUNT

10. DESIGN_COMPLEXITY

11. EDGE_COUNT

12. ESSENTIAL_COMPLEXITY

13. ESSENTIAL_DENSITY

14. PARAMETER_COUNT

15. LOC_EXECUTABLE

16. HALSTEAD_CONTENT

17. HALSTEAD_DIFFICULTY

18. HALSTEAD_EFFORT

19. HALSTEAD_ERROR_EST

20. HALSTEAD_LENGTH

21. HALSTEAD_LEVEL

22. HALSTEAD_PROG_TIME

23. HALSTEAD_VOLUME

24. MAINTENANCE_SEVERITY

25. MODIFIED_CONDITION_COUNT

26. MULTIPLE_CONDITION_COUNT

27. NODE_COUNT

28. NORMALIZED_CYLOMATIC_COMPLEXIY

29. NUM_OPERANDS

30. NUM_OPERATORS

31. NUM_UNIQUE_OPERANDS

32. NUM_UNIQUE_OPERATORS

33. NUMBER_OF_LINES

34. PATHOLOGICAL_COMPLEXITY

35. PERCENT_COMMENTS

36. LOC_TOTAL

Figure 4.1: Graphical Representation of Different Severity
of Faults in Modules

Table 4.2
Details of the Different Severity of Faults in Modules

Severity Level Count of Modules

1 58

2 40

3 80

In the implementation of the PSO trained Neural Network
particle swarm optimization toolbox for matlab is used. Size
of the feed-forward back-propagation Neural Network  is set
as [21 21 1] means there are 21 neurons in the Input layer, 21
neurons in the hidden layer and one neuron in the output layer
of the network. The Linear transfer function is the type of
Transfer function used for the last layer and Hyperbolic
tangent sigmoid transfer function is used for the rest of layer
of the designed neural network.

Gradient descent with momentum weight and bias
learning function is used as Backpropagation weight/bias
learning function.

TRAINPSO type of Back-propagation network training
function is used as TRAINPSO is a network training
function that updates weight and bias values according to
particle swarm optimization. The following are the
additional parameters values used:

• maximum iterations: 2000

• population size: 25

• acceleration constants (for type = 0): [2,2]

• inertia weights (for type = 0): [0.9,0.4];

• minimum error gradient: 1e-9;
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• Iterations at error grad value before exit:
floor(0.2*trainParam.maxit)

• error goal: 0;

• Type of PSO: Trelea

After the training, the Architecture of Feed Forward
Neural Network is shown in figure 4.2 where the Bright
Green line shows  more positive weight, bright red line
shows more negative weight and dashed white line shows
zero weight i.e. no connection between the neurons. In the
testing phase MAE, RMSE and Accuracy values of the
system are 0.7878, 0.8718 and 72.4719 respectively as
shown in figure 4.3.

particle swarm optimizer is the best value, obtained so far
by any particle in the population. The Gbest value obtained
is 0.63639.

Figure 4.2: Architecture of Feed Forward Neural Network

Figure 4.3: Snapshot of the Output

The plot  of Global best value (Gbest) versus Iterations
is shown in figure 4.4. As Gbest value is tracked by the

Figure 4.4: Graph Between Gbest Value and Iteration
Index

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE

It is concluded that PSO Trained Neural Network Algorithm
can be used for classification of the software components
into different level of severity of impact of the faults. The
algorithm can be used to develop model that can be used
for identifying modules that are heavily affected by the faults
and those can be debugged.

The future work can be extended in following
directions:

• This work can be extended to other programming
languages.

• More algorithms can be evaluated and then we can
find the best algorithm.

• Further investigation can be done and the impact
of attributes on the fault tolerance can be found.

• Other dimensions of quality of software can be
considered for mapping the relation of attributes
and fault tolerance.
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